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Dr. Mounir Guirguis
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About Mounir Guirguis, D.D.S, F.I.C.O.I.
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"Mounir Guirguis, D.D.S, F.I.C.O.I.
General Dentist

About Doctor

We are glad that you have chosen us for your oral health needs and we believe that every encounter with our office and staff exceeds your expectations. We know that our patients have a choice in d…
Read More


Welcome to Our Practice!

We are glad that you have chosen us for your oral health needs and we believe that every encounter with our office and staff exceeds your expectations. We know that our patients have a choice in different areas of dental care, so we go out of our way to deliver the best.

Patient comfort is our top priority when it comes to treatment. Nothing feels more pleasant and welcoming than a friendly and comfortable environment. We take extra care and precaution to satisfy your comfort and other needs. We ensure that patients undergo a relaxing and pain-free treatment by using anesthetics before dental procedures.
With continually evolving dental technology, we stay upfront with emerging science and discoveries that would help us…
Read More
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[image: ]Cosmetic Dentistry
A beautiful smile is a lifetime asset. Taking extra care to nurture its beauty, appearance and clarity can go a …

Learn More


[image: ]Dental Implants
Dental implants are reshaping the future of dentistry in a whole new way giving patients new opportunities to experience a …

Learn More


[image: ]TMJ
Temporomandibular Joints, also abbreviated TMJ sits just in front of your ears attaching your lower jaw bone to the skull. …

Learn More


[image: ]Root Canals
Saving your teeth and preserving its health is what we ideally aim for before considering procedures such as a tooth …

Learn More


[image: ]Removable Dentures
Dentures are teeth replacement structures that can help replace missing ones. They can either replace some of your teeth or …

Learn More


[image: ]Teeth Whitening
A bright and white set of teeth is what every patient longs for. With several known teeth whitening remedies out …

Learn More


[image: ]Tooth Colored Fillings
A dental filling aims at treating damaged teeth to restore its functionality, structure, and aesthetics. Conventional dental fillings used materials …

Learn More


[image: ]Crowns and Bridges
Dental CrownsDental prosthetic technology provides patients with life-like teeth replacements with the help of cap-shaped restorations known as dental crowns.Dental …

Learn More
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MAK Dental accepts most PPO dental insurance plans. Although we don't accept HMO Plans, we do accept Denti-Cal. For ease of your convenience, we are open to payment via all major credit cards, ATM cards, cash, and personal checks. Call us to request an appointment and we would answer any questions you may have.








Insurance





What our patients are saying...


"Dr. Mounir Guirguis is the best DDS in town and his stuff as well So patient and professional Recommend to anyone who is looking for a beautiful smile"
Mayada G. | Jan 2021    
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"Nice comfortable environment. The staff is very welcoming and helpful. Very professional and gentle. I feel lucky to have found a dentist office like this."
Shawn H. | Feb 2021    
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"Mak Dental has taken care of my dental health for almost 5 years and I trust them to be thorough and friendly."
Celestine T. | Apr 2024    
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"I switched dental plans through my job, and after getting assigned to a dental office that neither my husband or I wanted, I landed at MAK Dental. What a relief! Patty at the front desk is very friendly and efficient. Dr. Guirguis is very gentle and fast! I was so impressed that Dr. G did my exam a…"
Holliday C. | Jul 2018    
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"I can honestly say this is one of the best dentistry in vallejo, very nice and truly caring staff and Dr. and the availability is great compared to other dental places. Had a lot of dental work needed and it was done all within two month period and I am super impressed by the Drs work ! Highly reco…"
Elsie S. | Apr 2018    
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"After transferring to my husband's insurance, I realized that we got the worst HMO delta dental.    While searching for a dentist, I read many horror stories about the dentists on the insurance list.  I couldn't find any dentist in Berkeley or Oakland with decent reviews, so I ended up going to Val…"
Iryna P. | Jul 2017    
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"Really like this dentist they are friendly take great care of your teeth and at the end they give you a tooth brush and tooth paste. I really like that they are open on Saturdays to. I like that the dentist interacts with his patients , x-rays went really smooth and he explains everything clearly a…"
Jessica S. | Mar 2017    
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"I have been treated for so many years by various doctors.. this clinic has an artist not a doctor .. I can promise anyone who will go there that the treating process will be very smooth and easy. FINALLY YOU WILL BE MOTIVATED TO GO SEE YOUR DENTIST and not to keep postponing your appointment to avo…"
Samar T. | Jan 2017    
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"I just had four root canals done at MAK Dental and couldn't be happier! They make you feel welcomed from the moment you walk in the door. Everyone is professional, everything is clean and you're made to feel comfortable. Thank you so much for my new smile!!!"
Angela K. | Nov 2020    
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"Excellent dentist and very professional. Dr. Guirguis is experienced and very knowledgeable. I had a very pleasant experience and definitely recommend him."
Jaquleen M. | Nov 2018    
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"they got me through the process of walking through fear and care about me wow!!! thank you all GOLD STARS FOR EVERYONE THERE!!! Thank you i am so very appreciative to the point of grateful tears see u in December!!!!!"
Dia P. | Sep 2018    
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"Very professional, honest and sincere Dr. Guirguis’s is the best in his speciality Great hospitality at the office , a service with a smile , I would certainly recommend the office to everyone"
Ihab B. | Oct 2017    
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"Hi ! I'm a senior and definitely pleased I found a Professional kind dentist with a very knowledgeable staff. Turn around for appointments was also on time to accommodate my needs . I needed a full set of dentures and I couldn't be happier ! TY / Karen"
Karen D. | Mar 2024    
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"Wonderful dentist and staff.thanks"
Laura M. | Feb 2024    
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"Welcoming & Great service Professional & patient Dr. Wonderful team Always has a great atmosphere music while doing the treatment ☺️ Thank you Dr. Mounir 🙏 Your patient: Mayada G."
Emad Y. | Dec 2023    
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"Friendly staff ! Clean clinic and honest dentist!"
Sarah S. | Dec 2023    
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"Staff at Mak Dental are very sweet and professional. Dr. M. G. Is very kind and professional. Glad to switch to Mak Dental! 😊"
Cindy C. | Dec 2023    
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""
p | Oct 2023    
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"I’ve had nothing but great experiences at MAK Dental, highly recommended ‼️"
Kim B. | Aug 2023    
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""
michel s. | May 2023    
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"They’re very friendly & took my worries away of my teeth problems as a first time patient I definitely recommend them for your dental needs"
Don’t m. | May 2023    
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"Hi! I've just returned home from a dental appointment at MAK Dental. I've been a patient of Dr. Guirguis for several years now - time flies by so I'm thinking over four years! Each visit I enjoy the friendly and efficient attention from reception. And, I continue to be pleased with the professi…"
Gilbert A. | May 2023    
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"Really like the staff and Dr. G. Been going for five years and so glad I switched from the Dentist I was seeing. Highly recommend!"
Karen | Apr 2023    
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"Great place, doctor is great. The front office is so nice, it's clean it's pretty, the woman who does x-rays and is one of the dental assistants is amazing as well. The only one I'm not a fan of is the other dental assistant, very uncaring & no compassion. I felt pressured by her s few times to get…"
Erica B. | Mar 2023    
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"Saved my life, only dentist in north bay that does root canals with Medicaid."
Damion P. | Feb 2023    
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"I love MAK Dental and staff. Everyone Is nice and professional and very accommodating."
Yolanda S. | Jan 2023    
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"Dr. G is such a professional dentist, very patient and knows what he is doing. All the staff is friendly, they send you reminders for your appointments and work with your insurance to help you. I like this office and definitely would recommend it."
Life’s G. | Dec 2022    
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"I enjoy coming here because not only is it necessary for myself, but I appreciate that they get you in and out, no long waits, the staff is very friendly, which makes me feel less nervous and more at ease. The doctor is very mindful of your situation, and he makes sure you are treated with extra ca…"
Shanette M. | Nov 2022    
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"MAK Dental is definitely a very comfortable and professional Dental office to be in. The staff are very kind and helpful and they treat you with respect. The Doctor goes over the details with you promptly. Thankyou to Doctor Guirguis and his Assistant Ariel."
Christopher W. | Jun 2022    
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""
Maximus N. | Apr 2022    
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"I had a root canal with crown. I am very satisfied. going back for cleaning soon."
Terri G. | Apr 2022    
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"This was my first experience and found it very professional, clean, caring, and not rushing you. Everyone was great from the receptionist to the doctor. I have finally found my dentist and recommended to family and friends!"
jed s. | Mar 2022    
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"Very friendly staff,clean & no long waits like some other dentist offices. I was Blessed to have found this dentist office."
Magda T. | Dec 2021    
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""
Jerald H. | Oct 2021    
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""
Rudolfo M. | Sep 2021    
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"Professional & friendly staff with the best dentist! They’ve been servicing my family for years and I highly recommend them!"
Vanessa S. | Sep 2021    
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"Best dentist and I have always been afraid not now!"
Jenna H. | Sep 2021    
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"Fast, clean, gentle, and friendly- I look forward to more visits here in the future!"
David H. | Jun 2021    
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"Very helpful with my needs.and scheduling"
Ron S. | Jun 2021    
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"Thorough fast great"
lovely m. | Jun 2021    
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"It was a great experience. I felt very welcomed from the moment i walked into the door until i got my root canal done. Thank you Dr. Mounir for that amazing job :)"
shady m. | Jun 2021    
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""
Peter B. | May 2021    
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"The entire staff is really nice, good people, I recommend them."
Daisy M. | May 2021    
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"Staff is friendly, Doctor is efficient and explains whatever he is doing."
Geoff R. | May 2021    
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"The receptionists were very nice and professional, although the doctor was not. That’s was the fastest dental appointment ever he barely probed my gums to check for gum disease and just grazed over my gums and called the same numbers I was very disappointed because he didn’t really spend enough tim…"
Amia B. | May 2021    
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"It is all the best of everything from the minute you go into their clinic until you get out! The best customer service I ever had! The best doctors staff, the best nursing, and the way they even follow up with their clients! They completely changed the way I see dentals! You will feel very comforta…"
Samer M. | May 2021    
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"Highly recommended!! I have anxiety going to the dentist. The whole office made me feel very calm and comfortable. The staff is very friendly and professional. I will definitely be back."
Cassie A. | May 2021    
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"They are very professional and friendly. They work with you to provide a schedule that fits your needs. They matched my teeth perfectly and now I have a winning smile. Great work and great people. 💖🥰🌹🤗"
Sherrie T. | May 2021    
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"This place is the best dentist I’ve ever been to! Was super nervous to get a molar extraction and be awake I’ve always had bad experiences at other places. I was in and out in less than an hour no pain my best friend couldn’t even believe I seriously love this place plus the staff are extremely fri…"
Jasmine g. | May 2021    
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"Excellent service and very thorough experience."
Amir S. | Apr 2021    
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Location
480 Redwood St., 13, 
Vallejo, CA 94590

Phone: (707) 554-2600
Phone: (707) 652-2273


Office Hours
MON - FRI 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
SAT - SUN Closed


Get in Touch
Email: frontoffice@makdental.net
Call: (707) 554-2600
Book Online
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Select a DayMon
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Fri
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Sun

Please Select Day


Select a TimeMorning
Afternoon
Evening
	New Patient?
	 


Please Select Time



Please fill all the fields.

Request An Appointment











Great!
Thank you for Submitting your request. Our Office will get back to you.
Done
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